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Abstract With the explosive growth of information, more

and more organizations are deploying private cloud systems

or renting public cloud systems to process big data. However,

there is no existing benchmark suite for evaluating cloud

performance on the whole system level. To the best of our

knowledge, this paper proposes the first benchmark suite

CloudRank-D to benchmark and rank cloud computing sys-

tems that are shared for running big data applications. We an-

alyze the limitations of previous metrics, e.g., floating point

operations, for evaluating a cloud computing system, and

propose two simple metrics: data processed per second and

data processed per Joule as two complementary metrics for

evaluating cloud computing systems. We detail the design of

CloudRank-D that considers representative applications, di-

versity of data characteristics, and dynamic behaviors of both

applications and system software platforms. Through experi-

ments, we demonstrate the advantages of our proposed met-

rics. In several case studies, we evaluate two small-scale de-

ployments of cloud computing systems using CloudRank-D.
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1 Introduction

We live in a world where information is growing explosively.

To store and process massive data, more and more organiza-

tions around the world have started to rent public clouds or

build internal datacenters. Internal datacenters are not open

to the general public and tend to be shared among differ-

ent departments or users for running big data applications.

In this context, these internal datacenters are often referred

to as private clouds [1] or warehouse-scale computers [2].

According to a recent Hadoop usage report [3], more than

150 companies have built their own Hadoop cluster systems

whose machines range in scale from several nodes to thou-

sands of nodes. Since MapReduce (the programming model

of Hadoop) is not an one-size-fits-all solution [4], and many

companies or institutes have developed their own software in-

frastructure, e.g., Dryad developed by Microsoft, it is likely

that there are more private cloud systems than are in the

Hadoop usage report [3]. Table 1 reports the deployments of

private cloud systems in different companies1). The data of

renting public clouds for big data applications are not pub-

licly available.

The concept of datacenter-as-a-computer [2] brings huge

opportunities and challenges to the design of computer

hardware and architecture. Different from traditional high

1) Google’s data are cited from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_platform. Facebook and Yahoo!’s data are taken from http://wiki.apache.org/
hadoop/PoweredBy. Microsoft’s data are cited from [5]. Taobao’s data are taken from Hadoop in China 2010. Ebay, Baidu, Renren, and Tencent’s data
are taken from Hadoop in China 2011.
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Table 1 Private cloud systems deployed in different companies

Company Machine scale Data scale Software infrastructure

Google 450 000 20–100 PB Google MapReduce,
GFS, BigTable

Facebook 1 100 12 PB Apache Hadoop
Ecosystem

300 3 PB

Yahoo! Total 40 000 (multi-
cluster, biggest 4 500)

–

Ebay 1 000 s 10 s PB

Baidu Total 16 000+ (10 clus-
ters, biggest 3 000)

127.2 PB

Renren 200 700 TB

30 –

Taobao 1 100 9.3 PB

Microsoft 1 800 – Dryad

Tencent – – Typhoon

performance computing (HPC) systems, cloud systems run-

ning data processing applications have three unique features.

First, data analysis applications account for a large propor-

tion of the workload in private clouds. Facebook [6] reported

that apart from ad hoc data analysis and business intelligence

dashboards created by analysts across the company, many

Facebook features, which range from simple reporting ap-

plications like insights for the Facebook advertisers, to more

advanced features such as friend recommendation, are also

based on analyzing large data sets. According to statistical

analysis in [3], most companies deploy private cloud systems

for data analysis applications, and the usage percentages of

applications in private clouds are roughly shown in Fig. 1,

from which we can observe that apart from web crawling and

data storage, data analysis applications count more than 68%.

Fig. 1 Usage percentages of applications in private clouds reported in [3]

Second, in comparison with HPC systems that are mainly

concerned with performance in terms of floating point oper-

ations (FLOPS), cloud systems running big data applications

pay more attentions to data processing capabilities, which de-

pends on not only the computing speed of processors but also

the efficiency of accessing memory, disk, and network I/O. As

a result, the evaluation metric of HPC systems, e.g., FLOPS

[7], is not suitable for evaluating cloud systems running big

data applications.

Third, cloud systems running big data applications have

unified system software platform, e.g., Hadoop [8], to provide

a distributed programming framework, distributed file sys-

tems, manage distributed resources, schedule jobs, and han-

dle failures. So the unified system software platform and its

dynamic behavior characteristics are an integral part of the

workload. In other words, in characterizing workloads, we

need to reflect the characteristics of not only users’ jobs but

also the unified system software platform.

Benchmarking is a quantitative foundation of computer

system and architecture research. Benchmarks are used to ex-

perimentally determine the benefits of new designs [9]. The

focus of this paper is to propose new metrics and a benchmark

suite for evaluating a cloud system running big data applica-

tions on the whole system level in stead of a component or

subsystem level, e.g., processor or I/O subsystems.

There are many benchmarks for evaluation of processors

[9,10], HPC [7], web servers [11], database servers [12].

These traditional benchmarks are not necessarily suitable for

evaluating cloud systems because of the differences between

cloud systems and traditional computer systems. GridMix

[13], HiBench [14], and Berkeley WL Suite [15] are bench-

marks designed for evaluating the Hadoop framework. They

do not aim to evaluate cloud systems on the whole system

level. Proposed for architecture research, CloudSuite [16] is

a benchmark suite for emerging scale-out cloud applications,

however CloudSuite only includes one data analysis appli-

cation: the Bayesian classification algorithm, which cannot

represent the diversity of data analysis applications. More-

over, in previous work [15,16], no metric is proposed for

evaluating cloud systems on the whole system level. Our

previous work [17] systematically identifies three main cat-

egories of throughput oriented workloads in the cloud: ser-

vices, data processing applications, and interactive real-time

applications, and coin a new term high volume throughput

computing (HVC) to describe them. We also release a web

search engine benchmark [18], which is also an important

workload in cloud systems. More details of existing bench-

marks will be discussed in Section 4.6.
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In this paper, we systematically analyze the limitations of

the existing metrics. For example, for a cloud system running

Hadoop applications, the metric of the number of completed

tasks per unit time, is decided by the user configurations in-

stead of the problem scale, while the other metric, (i.e., I/O

rates [17]) only characterizes a subsystem capability. So they

are not suitable for evaluating a cloud system running big data

applications on the whole system level. We propose two sim-

ple metrics related to processing data: data processed per

second and data processed per Joule. There are two comple-

mentary metrics to evaluate cloud systems running data anal-

ysis applications. The metric of data processed per second is

defined as the total amount of data inputs of all jobs divided

by the total running time from the submission time of the first

job to the finished time of the last job, while the metric of data

processed per Joule is defined as the total amount of data in-

puts of all jobs divided by the total energy consumed during

the duration from the submission time of the first job to the

finished time of the last job. From the definitions of our met-

rics, we can see that the measured performance metrics of the

system under test depend on not only the computing speed of

processors (data-centric computation), but also the efficiency

of accessing memory, disk, and network I/O. Our analysis in

Section 3 and experiments in Section 6.3 show our metrics

are more reasonable than either the number of tasks in [14]

or the number of jobs in [13].
We present a new benchmark suite, CloudRank-D, to

benchmark cloud systems2) . Our benchmark suite provides

a set of 13 representative data analysis tools, including basic

operations for data analysis, classification, clustering, rec-

ommendation, sequence learning, association rule mining

applications, and data warehouse operations, a representa-

tive unified system software platform that manages resources

and provides a programming framework, and a flexible ap-

proach to customizing their dynamic behavior characteris-

tics, which includes job configurations, job submission pat-

terns, scheduling policies, and system configurations. In the

CloudRank-D design, we consider diversity of data charac-

teristics of workloads, including data semantics, data mod-

els, data sizes, and characteristics of data-centric computa-

tion, e.g., the ratio of the size of data input to that of data

output. On the basis of the characteristics of data-centric

computation, we classify benchmarks in CloudRank-D into

four basic categories: transformation, aggregation, summary,

expansion, and one derived category: hybrid, the details of

which can be found at Section 4.2. Users can customize

the benchmarks suite through choosing the full workloads

of CloudRank-D or one specific basic category of work-

loads: transformation, aggregation, summary, and expansion

according to their business requirements. Through deploying

and running the customized benchmark suite, a user can re-

port the performance metrics of the system under test. There

are three purposes for using our benchmark suite. First, the

metrics quantitatively measure performance of different sys-

tems, and especially measure by how much one system out-

performs another. Second, the metrics can guide the opti-

mization of the system under test. Third, according to the

metrics, we can rank different systems.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. We analyze the limitations of previous metrics in eval-

uating cloud systems running data processing applica-

tions, and propose two simple metrics: data processed

per second and data processed per Joule. There are com-

plementary metrics to evaluate a cloud system on a

whole system level.

2. We propose a new benchmark suite CloudRank-D for

evaluating cloud systems running data processing ap-

plications. ColudRank-D includes a suite of representa-

tive data analysis applications, a representative unified

system software platform, and a flexible approach to

customize dynamic behavior characteristics. We present

a new design methodology that considers diversity of

data characteristics of workloads, including data seman-

tics, data models, data sizes, and characteristics of data-

centric computation.

3. We present a methodology of evaluating and ranking

cloud systems running data processing applications,

and demonstrate how to use our benchmark suite—

CloudRank-D to evaluate and rank cloud systems run-

ning big data applications.

Section 2 introduces the Hadoop background. In Section

3, we analyze the limitation of existing metrics, and propose

two metrics to evaluate cloud systems on the whole system

level. We introduce the design methodology of CloudRank-

D in Section 4. Section 5 presents the usage methodology of

CloudRank-D. In Section 6, we use our benchmark suite to

evaluate two small-scale deployments of cloud systems. Fi-

nally, we draw conclusions in Section 7.

2 Background

This section presents the Hadoop background.

2) As an open source project, the CloudRank-D benchmark suite is available on our web site: http://prof.ict.ac.cn/CloudRank/.
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2.1 Hadoop overview

The Apache Hadoop [8] software library is a framework that

allows for distributed processing of large data sets across

clusters of computers using the MapReduce programming

model. In the MapReduce model, an application may consist

of several dependent jobs, and a job is divided into map tasks

and reduce tasks. Map tasks take key-value pairs as input to

produce intermediate key-value pairs. After these are shuf-

fled to appropriate nodes, the intermediate data is processed

by reduce tasks to generate the final output key-value pairs.

The input and output data are stored in Hadoop distributed

file system (HDFS), which creates multiple replicas of data

blocks and distributes them on compute nodes to enable reli-

able, extremely rapid computations.

2.2 Hadoop configurations

Hadoop has two kinds of configurations: job-specific con-

figurations, and system-wide configurations. In other words,

different jobs can have specific configurations, while system-

side configurations can be set for all jobs by the system man-

agers.

2.3 Hadoop schedulers

The scheduler in Hadoop is a pluggable component, and sys-

tem managers can customize the scheduler according their re-

quirements. There are three schedulers in Hadoop 0.20.2. By

default Hadoop uses FIFO. The fair scheduler [19,20], devel-

oped by Facebook, provides fast response time for small jobs

and QoS for production jobs. The capacity scheduler [21],

which supports several similar features of the fair scheduler,

was developed by Yahoo!. More schedulers are proposed by

researchers and developers to meet their own specific require-

ments [22–26].

3 Metrics

In this section, we discuss why previous metrics, floating

point operations and I/O operations, are not appropriate for

whole system cloud benchmarking. Then, we propose our

metrics. In Section 6.3, we also demonstrate the advantages

of our proposed metrics over the other ones through experi-

ments.

3.1 Floating point operations

HPC benchmarks such as Linpack use this metric to evaluate

the performance of target machines. However, there are three

reasons that this metric is not reasonable for evaluating cloud

systems. First, data analysis applications have few floating

point operations: on the average less than 3.2% among the

total instructions, the details of which can be found in Section

6.3. Second, even though there are floating point operations-

intensive applications, the number of floating point opera-

tions only reflects the computing power of the CPU, while

cloud systems running big data applications pay more atten-

tions to the ability of processing data, which is related to not

only the computing speed of CPU, but also the efficiency of

accessing memory, disk, and network I/O. Third, different

from science and engineering computing, most of which are

CPU bound, cloud systems have both CPU and I/O bound

applications.

3.2 I/O or data rate

The I/O rate or data rate [17] is an important metric charac-

terizing data analysis applications. However, many data anal-

ysis applications involve large amounts of computation, and

hence it is inappropriate for us to adopt a metric measuring

only an I/O subsystem to evaluate cloud systems on the whole

system level.

3.3 Number of completed jobs

In a batch queuing system, the metric of the number of the

completed jobs [27] is widely used to measure the throughput

of the system. GridMix [13] also adopts this metric. For data

analysis applications, even for the same code, each job may

take different sizes of data input. We consider two cases: one

job whose input data size is 100 GB finished in ten minutes,

while ten jobs with the same code, the size of whose input

data is 10 GB, respectively, also finished in 10 min. In the

two cases, the system processes the same amount of data in

the same time. However, if we use the number of completed

jobs as the metric, the former case has a score ten times that

of the latter case, which is unfair.

3.4 Number of completed tasks

HiBench [14] adopts this metric. We take Hadoop as an ex-

ample to explain why this metric is not appropriate. (The

same analysis can be equally performed on other program-

ming models). A job is divided into map tasks and reduce

tasks in Hadoop. Each map task takes a data split as input,

and so the number of map tasks is decided by the number of

data splits, which correspond to the number of data blocks.

A data block is a basic unit of storage in HDFS, and its size

is defined by the system managers. That is to say, the same

data may be processed by a varied number of map tasks if
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the data block size is set to a different value. The number of

map tasks is irrelevant to the problem scale and is not rea-

sonable in measuring the capability of cloud systems. In ad-

dition, the number of reduce tasks is also not decided by the

problem scale since it is configured by users. For example, in

real-world jobs, the number of reduce tasks are set to a large

number to avoid intermediate data flowing through a single

reduce task. As a result, the number of tasks is not related to

the problem scale and cannot be used to evaluate the capabil-

ity of a cloud system.

3.5 Our proposed metrics: data processed per second and

data processed per Joule

For a cloud system, to measure the ability of processing data,

we propose data processed per second and data per Joule

as two complementary metrics to evaluate cloud systems.

There are three reasons: first, the two metrics are intuitive

and straightforward to reflect the throughput and energy effi-

ciency of processing data, since cloud systems are deployed

to process data. Second, the metric of data processed per sec-

ond not only reflects the I/O capability of accessing data but

also the CPU ability of processing data. Moreover, differ-

ent from the metrics of task or job numbers, it accurately re-

flects the problem scale, irrespective of the configuration set

by users.

Before proceeding to discuss how to calculate the metrics,

we define three variables. S total mean the total data input,

Ttotal mean the total running time from the submission time

of the first job till the completion of the final job. Etotal means

the total energy consumed from the submission time of the

first job till the completion of the final job. Please note that

energy consumed only includes the power consumption of the

servers, including disks and network switches, excluding the

power consumption of the power supply system and cooling

infrastructure. We propose two approaches to calculate these

metrics as follows:

DPS =
S total

Ttotal
. (1)

DPS is the for total data (of all jobs) processed per second.

DPJ is the total data processed per Joule.

DPJ =
S total

Etotal
. (2)

4 CloudRank-D design

Benchmarking is the fundamental to the evaluation of cloud

systems. However, to be relevant, a benchmark suite needs to

satisfy a number of properties as follows: first, the applica-

tions in the suite should consider a target class of machines

[9], that is a cloud system running big data applications. Sec-

ond, the workloads in the benchmark suite should be diverse

enough to exhibit the range of behavior of the target applica-

tions [15]. Since service providers may deploy different ap-

plications, it is important for them to customize their chosen

benchmarks to be relevant to their applications [17].

To cover workloads with diverse characteristics, we think

a benchmark suite should consider:

1. A suite of representative data analysis applications.

2. The diversity of data characteristics.

3. The dynamic behavior characteristics of applications,

such as the submission pattern.

4. A representative unified system software platform that

manages resources and provides a programming frame-

work.

5. The dynamic behavior characteristics of the unified sys-

tem software platform, including scheduling policies

and system configurations.

4.1 Representative applications

There are two approaches to build a benchmark application

[9]: the top-down method and bottom-up method. The top-

down method is to select a suite of representative programs,

e.g., HiBench [14], MineBench [28]. The bottom-up method

is to synthesize the diverse range of characteristics of work-

loads, e.g., WL Suite [15]. Since the best programs to use

for benchmarking are real applications that the user employs

regularly or simply applications that are typical [29], we use

the first method to build our benchmark. We choose not only

basic operations that are the basis of other algorithms, but

also state-of-the-art algorithms that are widely used in both

research and industrial communities as representative pro-

grams.

Our benchmark suite includes basic operations for data

analysis, classification, clustering, recommendation, se-

quence learning, association rule mining, and data ware-

house operations. Please note that in our benchmark

suite, we also include a real applications, ProfSearch

(http://prof.ict.ac.cn/), including the support vector machine

algorithm, which distinguishes researchers’ home pages from

other pages, and the hidden Markov model used for Chinese
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word segmentation3).

The applications that we choose are not only representative

but also deterministic. Since certain iterative algorithms may

be non-deterministic, such as the k-means in our benchmark

suite, we use a control (in the Hadoop implementation) that

controls the initial center and the number of iterations so as

to guarantee that the program behavior is deterministic.

The basic operations for data analysis include sorting,

counting, regular expression matching, which are selected

from the application examples of the Hadoop distribution

package. Many other researchers also use these programs to

evaluate their work [30].

The most popular data mining algorithms are included into

our benchmark suite. For example, naive Bayes, and support

vector machine are widely used in classification algorithms,

and k-means is a popular clustering algorithm. They are used

in the most influential data mining algorithms in the research

community [31], and we single out them as representative ap-

plications for our benchmark suite. In Internet service com-

panies, finding users’ interests and recommending informa-

tion to users are very valuable business, and hence we include

an item based collaborative filtering algorithm [32] into our

benchmark suite. Association rule mining is another impor-

tant data mining application, which is employed in many ar-

eas including market basket analysis, web usage mining, in-

trusion detection, and bio-informatics [33]. We also include

the frequent pattern growth algorithm, a well known associa-

tion rule mining algorithm, in our benchmark suite.

Sequence learning applying a hidden Markov model is

widely used in temporal pattern recognition such as speech,

handwriting, gesture recognition, part-of-speech tagging, and

bio-informatics. Our benchmarks contain the hidden markov

model, which is implemented in a tool for Chinese part-of-

speech tagging.

Data are often stored in data warehouses before mining, so

data warehouse operations are significant workloads in cloud

systems. And the Hive-bench [34] is the benchmarks for the

data warehouse [35], which is based on Hadoop. As a result,

we adopt several Hive operations in the Hive-bench as a part

of our benchmark.

The details of the representative programs in CloudRank-D

can be found in Table 2.

4.2 Diversity of data characteristics

Our benchmarks consider not only representative applica-

Table 2 Representative programs in CloudRank-D

No. Applications

Basic operations 1 Sort

2 Word count

3 Grep

Classification 4 Naive bayes

5 Support vector machine

Clustering 6 k-means

Recommendation 7 Item based collaborative filtering

Association rule mining 8 Frequent pattern growth

Sequence learning 9 Hidden Markov

Data warehouse 10 Grep select

operations 11 Rankings select

12 Uservisits aggregation

13 Uservisits-rankings join

tions, but also the diversity of data characteristics. The data

characteristics contain four aspects: data semantics, data

models, data sizes, and categories of data-centric computa-

tion.

If there are two data sets for classification. One data set

about news categorized in politics, entertainment, sports the

other data set about email categorized in normal and spam

emails. We say the two data sets have different data seman-

tics. The data model describes the model of data organization,

which includes structured, e.g., data in a relational database,

semi-structured, e.g., an XML file, and unstructured, e.g., a

text file.

On the basis of the work of Chen et al. [15], we classify

data-centric computation into four basic categories: transfor-

mation, aggregation, summary, expansion, and one derived

category: hybrid. Table 3 shows the characteristics of differ-

ent categories of data-centric computation.

Table 3 Categories of data-centric computation

Category Number of jobs Characteristic

Transformation � 1 Input ∼ Output

Expansion � 1 Input < Output

Aggregation � 1 Input > Output

Summary � 1 Input� Output

Hybrid > 1 At least two jobs are classified into
different categories mentioned above

• A transformation application includes one or more jobs,

and for each job the input sizes of jobs are approxi-

mately equal to their output sizes. In our design, when

the ratio of the data output to the data input is greater

than or equal to 0.9 and less than 1.1, we classify an

application into the transformation category.

3) Developed by our group, ProfSearch has been online since September, 2011. We released CloudRank-D as an open source project on our web site:
http://prof.ict.ac.cn/CloudRank.
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• An aggregation application includes one or more jobs,

and for each job the input size is more than the output

size. In our design, when the ratio of the data output to

the data input is greater than or equal to 0.01 and less

than 0.9, an application is classified into the aggregation

category.

• A summary application contains one or more jobs, and

for each job the input size is far more than its output

size. In our design, when the ratio of the data output to

the data input is less than 0.01, an application belongs

to the summary category.

• An expansion application contain one or more jobs, and

for each job the input size is less than its output size. In

our design, when the ration of the data output to the

data input is greater than or equal to 1.1, we classify an

application into the expansion category.

• A hybrid application includes several different jobs, and

at least two jobs are classified into two of the different

categories mentioned above.

Table 4 presents the data characteristics of each benchmark

in CloudRank-D in terms of categories of data-centric com-

putation, data sizes, data semantics, and data models.

4.3 Dynamic behavior characteristics of applications

The submission pattern of applications can follow different

probability distribution models with different average appli-

cation submission intervals. According to [36], the job inter-

arrival intervals from the Facebook trace roughly meet with

an exponential distribution with a mean interval of 14 s.

4.4 Representative unified system software platform

The target of our benchmark suite is to evaluate cloud sys-

tems. We believe that in characterizing workloads, we should

characterize not only user job behaviors but also unified sys-

tem software platform behaviors. The behaviors of the uni-

fied system software platform are important factors that affect

performance. We use Hadoop as a representative unified sys-

tem software, and our benchmark suite considers the behavior

Table 4 Data characteristics of each benchmark in CloudRank-D

No. Application Category Data size Data semantics Data models

1 Sort Transformation 1.13 MB

1 GB

5.01 GB

2 Word count Aggregation 1.24 MB

1.03 GB Automatically generated Unstructured

5.13 GB

3 Grep Summary 1.24 MB

1.03 GB

5.13 GB

15 MB 20news
4 Naive bayes Hybrid

4.289 GB Wikipedia
Unstructured

8.21 MB
5 Support vector machine Summary

50 MB
ProfSearch Unstructured

146 KB

6 k-means Transformation 4.48 MB Sougou corpus Unstructured

15.77 MB

1 KB

7 Item based collaborative filtering Hybrid 11 MB Ratings on movies Semi-structured

123 MB

4 MB Retail market basket data

30 MB Click-stream data of a on-line news portal
8 Frequent pattern growth Hybrid

34 MB Traffic accident data
Semi-structured

1.413 GB Collection of web html documents

8.21 MB
9 Hidden Markov model Expansion

50 MB
ProfSearch Unstructured

10 Grep select Summary 486 MB

11 Ranking select Summary 1.57 GB

12 Uservisits aggregation Aggregation 1.31 GB
Automatically generated table Structured

13 Uservisits-rankings join Hybrid (1.57+1.31) GB
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characteristics of Hadoop, for example scheduling policies

and system configurations related resource management or

fault tolerance.

4.5 Dynamic behavior characteristics of the unified system

software platform

4.5.1 Scheduling policies

The main purpose of workloads is to characterize real appli-

cations. Different from traditional computing systems, cloud

systems shared by data analysis applications are more com-

plex. Since a cloud system is shared among different users

or different departments submitting different jobs, and hence

the scheduling policy is very important to performance, so

we must consider the effect of different scheduling policies

in benchmarking cloud systems.

4.5.2 System configurations

To some extents, Hadoop can be considered as the operating

system of a distributed cluster because it manages the dis-

tributed resources, provides distributed file systems, sched-

ules jobs, and handles faults. In addition to scheduling, there

are many other system-related parameters that can be con-

figured. These configurations that affect the behavior of the

unified system software platform should not be ignored, e.g.,

the slot number, fault handling policies, and file system con-

figurations.

4.6 Differences between CloudRank-D and other bench-

mark suites

MineBench [28] contains 15 representative data mining algo-

rithms from various categories of workloads, which contain

classification, clustering, association rule mining, and opti-

mization methods. However, the applications in MineBench

are not distributed, only running on single-node computers,

which are significantly different from cloud systems. Com-

pared with our CloudRank-D, MineBench does not contain

basic operations, data warehouse operations, or recommen-

dation.

GridMix [13] is a benchmark suite for Hadoop clusters. As

shown in Table 5, GridMix only includes basic operations,

such as sorting, reference selecting, and word counting. It

can not represent diverse data analysis workloads, and hence

it is not appropriate to for evaluation of cloud systems.

HiBench [14] consists of a set of Hadoop programs to eval-

uate and characterize the Hadoop framework. It contains mi-

cro benchmarks, web search, machine learning and HDFS

benchmarks. However, HiBench does not consider varied

characteristics of workloads on a shared data centers, e.g.,

data characteristics, job submission patterns, and schedul-

ing policies. In addition, except for classification and clus-

tering, HiBench does not contain recommendation, sequence

learning, and association rule mining, which are very impor-

tant machine learning and data mining algorithms and widely

used in Internet service companies. Besides, it does not con-

tain data warehouse operations, which are typical workloads

in cloud systems running data analysis applications.

Berkeley WL Suite widely investigates MapReduce work-

loads. It does not, however, propose metrics for evaluating a

cloud system on the whole system level. Moreover, WL Suite

uses proxy code instead of real applications, and hence the

reported performancemetric may be biased. In characterizing

workloads, it indeed considers data characteristics, number

of jobs, their arrival patterns, and computation performed by

Table 5 Comparison of different benchmarks suites

MineBench [28] GridMix [13] HiBench [14] WL suite [15] CloudSuite [16] CloudRank-D

Representative Basic operations No Yes Yes Yes No Yes

applications Classification Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

Clustering Yes No Yes No No Yes

Recommendation No No No No No Yes

Sequence learning Yes No No No No Yes

Association rule mining Yes No No No No Yes

Data warehouse operations No No No No No Yes

Workloads Submission pattern No No No Yes No Yes

description Scheduling policies No No No No No Yes

System configurations No No No No No Yes

Data models No No No No No Yes

Data semantics No No No No No Yes

Multiple data inputs Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

Category of data-centric No No No Yes No Yes

computation
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the jobs. However, the effects of scheduling policies and sys-

tem configurations are ignored, which are important for a

shared cloud system.

CloudSuite [16] is a benchmark suite to characterize scale-

out cloud applications. Its target is to provide benchmarks for

architecture research instead of evaluating a cloud system on

the whole system level. In addition, it only includes one data

analysis application: classification.

Table 5 and Table 6 summarize the differences of

CloudRank-D from other benchmark suites.

Table 6 Different targets and metrics among benchmark suites

Targets Metric

MineBench [28] Data mining algorithm on
single-node computers

No

GridMix [13] Hadoop framework Number of jobs and run-
ning time

HiBench [14] Hadoop framework Job running time, the
number of tasks com-
pleted per minute

WL suite [15] Hadoop framework No

CloudSuite [16] Architecture research No

CloudRank-D Evaluating cloud systems
on the whole system level

Data processed per sec-
ond and data processed
per joule

5 How to use CloudRank-D

There are three scenarios of using our benchmark suite: first,

using CloudRank-D, a user can quantitatively measure the

performance metrics of different cloud systems, and espe-

cially measure by how much one system outperforms another.

For example, a user can measure two clusters with different

configurations, and then find the best one for data processing

applications. Second, CloudRank-D can guide the optimiza-

tion of a system under test. For example, the user can tune dif-

ferent configurations of node operation systems, such as the

page size or socket buffer size, or scheduling policies. Third,

according to the reported performancemetrics of CloudRank-

D, we can rank different systems.

Figure 2 shows the methodology of evaluating and rank-

ing cloud systems. First, users customize the CloudRank-D

benchmark suite by choosing the full workloads or one spe-

cific basic category: transformation, aggregation, summary,

Fig. 2 CloudRank-D usage methodology

and expansion according to their business requirements. If a

user runs mixed workloads or does not fully understand their

workloads, he or she can choose to run the full benchmark

suite. In evaluating different cloud systems, we deploy the

same benchmark suite that includes the unified system soft-

ware stack of the same configurations and the representative

workloads that have the same data inputs.

Second, users run the same benchmark suite according to

the specified submission orders following the specified prob-

ability model with the specified average submission interval.

We use a tuple (No. of a workload, the size of data input)

to describe a workload, and a series of tuples to describe the

submission orders of each workload.

Finally, users obtain the quantitative metrics of

CloudRank-D for the system under test. After obtaining the

performance metrics, we calculate the metrics according to

Eqs. (1) and (2), which is the basis for our ranking and choos-

ing systems.

6 Evaluation

In this section, first, we introduce the testbeds configurations

in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we present the CloudRank-

D configurations. In Section 6.3, through experiments, we

demonstrate that our metrics are more reasonable than two

other metrics. In Section 6.4, we evaluate and rank two de-

ployments of cloud systems running full workloads and cus-

tomized workloads. Meanwhile, we also investigate the ef-

fects of different job submission intervals and scheduling

policies.

6.1 Testbeds

The testbeds are two clusters: Cluster one and Cluster two,

which are composed of Xeon and Atom processors, respec-

tively. Cluster one contains seven homogeneous slave nodes

and one master node. Each node consists of one Intel Xeon

quad-core processor and 4 GB of memory, and runs the Cen-

tOS 5.5 operating system. Cluster two contains seven homo-

geneous slave nodes and one master node. Each node consists

of one Intel Atom dual-core processor and 2 GB of memory,

and runs the CentOS 5.5 operating system. Table 7 and Ta-

ble 8 list the important configuration parameters of Xeon and

Table 7 Configuration details of a Xeon processor

CPU type Intel CPU core

Intel R© Xeon 4cores@1.6 GHz

TLB L1 I/D Cache L2 Cache Memory

256 entries 32 KB 4 096 KB 4 GB
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Atom nodes. Figure 3 shows the system deployment of Clus-

ter one and Cluster two.

Table 8 Configuration details of an Atom processor

CPU type Intel CPU core

Intel R© Atom D510 2cores@1.66 GHz

TLB L1 I/D Cache L2 Cache Memory

256 entries 24 KB 512 KB 2 GB

Fig. 3 Testbeds configurations

6.2 CloudRank-D configurations

The details of the benchmark suite are as follows:

• Software stack We deploy the same unified system

software stack: Hadoop (version 0.20.2), Hive (ver-

sion 0.6.0), and Mahout (version 0.6). We adopt the fair

scheduler and set five queues by default to simulate the

situation of multiple users. The number of map slots

and reduce slots are 4 and 2, respectively. Other system

configurations are left to default values from Hadoop

0.20.2.

• Benchmarks and their data inputs The details of

benchmarks and their data inputs can be seen in Table

4.

• Job submission patterns We submit the benchmarks

according to the exponential distribution with a speci-

fied mean of 14 s. For each run of evaluating different

cloud systems, the submitted orders of different work-

load are defined and deterministic.

6.3 Why our metrics are more reasonable than other met-

rics?

Figures 4 shows the ratio of floating point operations to to-

tal instructions for each workload. We can see that all appli-

cations have only a few floating point operations (less than

3.2%), so the metric of PLOPS is not reasonable in evaluat-

ing cloud systems running data processing applications.

Fig. 4 Ratio of floating point operations to total instructions of each work-
load in CloudRank-D

We construct a set of different experiments to show our

metrics are more reasonable than other metrics.

For workload No. 2 in Table 2, word count, we generated

randomly two data sets which are text files: a single 40 GB

data set and five 8 GB data sets. We run three different ex-

periments. In Test 1, we run a total of five jobs, and each job

processes 8 GB data. According to the default Hadoop con-

figuration, each job has 160 map tasks and one reduce task.

Please note that the number of map tasks is decided by the

number of data blocks by default. So the total number of map

tasks is 805, and the total data input is 40 GB. The five jobs

are submitted at the same time.

In Test 2, we run one job on the 40 GB data set. By

default, the job has 720 map tasks, which is decided by

the number of data blocks, and we set the configuration of

mapred.reduce.tasks to five to make the reduce task the same

as that in Test 1.

In Test 3, we also run one job on the same data set.

However, we set the configuration of mapred.max.split.size

to a half of the block size so that the number of map

tasks is changed to 1 360. We also set the configuration of

mapred.reduce.tasks to five. The detail is shown in Table 9.

In three experiments, the same program (with different

jobs) processes the same amount of data input on the same
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Table 9 Different configurations and performance results of three tests running the same program and the same amount of total data inputs

Job number Map task number Reduce task number Total task number Total data size/GB Total time Total power

Test 1 5 800 5 805 40 1 203 1 265 956 Joule

Test 2 1 720 5 725 40 1 092 1 266 165 Joule

Test 3 1 1 360 5 1 365 40 1 242 1 354 946 Joule

system under the test, so the reported metrics that measure

the performance of the system under test should not signif-

icantly vary among three experiments. However, as we can

see in Fig. 5, if we choose the number of completed jobs per

second to be the metric, which is used in GridMix [13], the

reported metric in Tests 2 and 3 is just 0.20 times of that of

Test 1. In terms of the number of the completed tasks per sec-

ond [14], the result of Test 3 is 1.6 times of that of Tests 2 and

3 (which is shown in Fig. 6). If we choose our proposed met-

rics: the data processed per second, the reported performance

metric in Fig. 7 changes slightly (less than 5%), and hence

this metric is more reasonable than the other two metrics.

We also report performance metrics of the number of the

completed jobs per Joule, the number of the completed tasks

per Joule, and data processed per joule in Figs. 8–10, respec-

tively. From the three figures, we can observe that the number

Fig. 5 Ratios of metrics of different tests to that of Test 1 in terms of the
number of the completed jobs per second

Fig. 6 Ratios of metrics of different tests to that of Test 1 in terms of the
number of the completed tasks per second

of completed jobs per joule and the number of the completed

tasks per Joule are unrelated to the problem scales, while our

Fig. 7 Ratios of metrics of different tests to that of Test 1 in terms of our
metric: data processed per second

Fig. 8 Ratios of metrics of different tests to that of Test 1 in terms of the
number of the completed jobs per Joule

Fig. 9 Ratios of metrics of different tests to that of Test 1 in terms of the
number of the completed tasks per Joule
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metric data processed per joule can reflect the problem scale,

so our metric measuring energy efficiency is more reasonable

than the other two metrics.

Fig. 10 Ratios of metrics of different tests to that of Test 1 in terms of our
metric: data processed per Joule

6.4 Evaluating and ranking two cloud systems using

CloudRank-D

In this section, we use CloudRank-D to evaluate and rank

two cloud systems that consis of Xeon and Atom processors.

We also investigate the effects of job submission intervals,

scheduling policies, and different categories of workload on

the reported metrics of the systems under test.

6.4.1 Running full workloads

We run the full workloads described in Table 4 on: Cluster

one and Cluster two. For the full workloads, the submission

orders are defined as follows:

((6, 146 KB), (4, 15 MB), (7, 11 MB), (8, 34 MB), (2, 1.03

GB), (3, 1.24 MB), (5, 50 MB), (13, 2.88 GB), (6, 4.48 MB),

(4, 4.289 GB), (1, 1 GB), (7, 123 MB), (8, 30 MB), (12, 1.31

GB), (1, 1.13 MB), (5, 8.21 MB), (11, 1.57 GB), (6, 15.77

MB), (3, 1.03 GB), (2, 5.13 GB), (7, 1 KB), (8, 4 MB), (8,

1.413 GB), (2, 1.24 MB), (1, 5.01 GB), (9, 50 MB), (3, 5.13

GB), (5, 8.21 MB), (10, 486 MB)).

We submit the workloads of CloudRank-D according to

the exponential distribution with a mean submission interval

of 14 s. We use the fair scheduler and build five queues to

simulate the situation of multiple users.

Figure 11 shows that the running time of CloudRank-D

on Cluster one is nearly half of that on Cluster two, while

the power consumption of Cluster one is 2.6 times of that of

Cluster two. Figure 12 shows the reported performance met-

rics of two clusters. We can see that in terms of the data pro-

cessed per second, the efficiency of Cluster one (Xeon pro-

cessors) is two times of that of Cluster two, while in terms of

the data processed per Joule, the energy efficiency of Cluster

two (Atom processors) is 2.4 times of that of Cluster one.

Fig. 11 Running time and energy consumption of running CloudRank-D
on Cluster one (Xeon processors) and Cluster two (Atom processors)

Fig. 12 Performance of Cluster one (Xeon processors) and Cluster two
(Atom processors) in terms of two metrics

6.4.2 Effect of job submission intervals

On Cluster one, we submit the full workloads specified in

Section 6.4.1 with the mean submission interval of 14 s, 70

s, 140 s, 210 s, and 700 s, respectively. From Fig. 13, we can

observe that when the average submission interval is 70 s,

peak performance metrics are reported, which have two rea-

sons as follows: when the submission interval is smaller than

70 s, more workloads are submitted to the Hadoop system,

and resource competition among the workloads degrade per-

formance. When the submission interval is larger than 70 s,

however, the resource utilization is low so that the reported

performance is lower than reported when the interval is 70 s.

Fig. 13 Effects of different submission intervals on the reported perfor-
mance metrics of Cluster one

6.4.3 Effect of different scheduling policies

We investigate the effects of different scheduling policies on

the performance of a cloud system. Figure 14 shows the ex-
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perimental results when choosing between the Fair scheduler

and the FIFO scheduler. We submit the applications accord-

ing to the exponential distribution with the mean submission

interval of 14 s. Both the data processed per second (DPS)

and the data processed per Joule (DPJ) using the fair sched-

uler are 1.1 times that of using the FIFO scheduler. The rea-

son is that when using the fair scheduler jobs with different

resource demands avoid competition for resources since they

share machines and run concurrently. For example, when a

cpu-intensive job is co-running with an I/O intensive job, the

interference will be slighters than the case that two I/O in-

tensive jobs are co-running. These experimental results show

we can optimize the performance of the system under test

through tuning the configuration of the system software.

Fig. 14 Effects of different scheduling policies on the reported performance
metrics of Cluster one

6.4.4 Evaluating and ranking two cloud systems using dif-

ferent categories of workloads

We investigate the effect of different categories of workloads

on the reported performance metrics. We choose three cat-

egories of workloads: hybrid workloads a combination of

workloads belonging to the hybrid category, summary work-

loads which are a combination of workloads belonging to the

summary category, and partial workloads that are a mix of

workloads belonging to four categories of workloads: aggre-

gation, hybrid, summary, and transformation. The submission

orders of hybrid workloads are defined as ((4, 15 MB), (13,

2.88 GB), (7, 11 MB), (8, 4 MB)). The submission orders of

summary workloads are defined as ((3, 1.03 GB), (11, 1.57

GB), (10, 486 MB), (5, 8.21 MB)). The submission orders of

partial workloads are defined as ((12, 1.31 GB), (2, 1.03 GB),

(2, 1.24 GB), (2, 5.13 GB), (4, 15 MB), (13, 2.88 GB), (7, 11

MB), (8, 4 MB), (6, 146 KB), (6, 4.48 MB), (6, 15.77 MB),

(3, 1.03 GB), (11, 1.57 GB), (10, 486 MB), (5, 8.21 MB), (1,

1 GB), (1, 1.13 MB), (1, 5.01 GB)). The submission intervals

follow an exponential distribution with the mean submission

interval of 14 s. We run three workloads on Cluster one, re-

spectively.

The performance metrics are reported in Figs. 15 and 16.

We can see that running the summary workloads has higher

performance in terms of both data processed per second and

data processed per joule than that of running the hybrid work-

loads and the partial workloads. This is because the summary

workloads have less intermediate data than that of hybrid

workloads. For example, grep (No.3), belonging to the sum-

mary workloads, has only 1 120 bytes of shuffle data, and

support vector machine (No.5), belonging to the summary

workloads, has no shuffle data, while naive bayes (No.4) has

9 350 453 bytes of shuffle data, so running the summary

workloads has fewer disk and network accesses. In terms of

the number of disk and network accesses, the partial work-

loads are between the summary workloads and hybrid work-

loads, so the performancemetrics of the partial workloads are

also between that of the summary workloads and the hybrid

workloads.

Fig. 15 Performance of the Xeon cluster in terms of DPS using different
categories of workloads

Fig. 16 Performance of the Xeon cluster in terms of DPJ using different
categories of workloads

From the above experiments, we can observe that differ-

ent categories of workloads have non-negligible effects on the

performancemetrics of the system under test, and hence users

should customize the benchmark suites according to their re-

quirements.
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7 Conclusion and future work

Benchmarking is the quantitative foundation of computer

system and architecture research. However, previous bench-

marks are not reasonable for evaluating cloud systems run-

ning big data applications because of the lack of diversity of

data analysis workloads.

In this paper, we analyzed the limitations of previous met-

rics in evaluating cloud systems running data processing ap-

plications, and proposed two simple metrics: data processed

per second and data processed per Joule as two complemen-

tary metrics to evaluate a cloud system on the whole system

level. Both our experiments and analysis show our proposed

metrics outperform other metrics.

We presented a new benchmark suite CloudRank-D for

evaluating cloud systems, including a suite of representa-

tive data analysis applications, a representative unified sys-

tem software platform, and a flexible approach to customize

their dynamic behavior characteristics. In the CloudRank-D

design, we presented a new design methodology that consid-

ers diversity of data characteristics of workloads in terms of

data semantics, data models, data sizes, and characteristics of

data-centric computation.

We presented a methodology of evaluating and ranking

cloud systems, and demonstrated how to use our benchmark,

CloudRank-D, to evaluate and rank two small-scale deploy-

ments of cloud systems.

In future work, we will perform the following research

efforts. First, we will further investigate the scalability of

CloudRank-D in terms of both the scale of the system under

test and the size of data inputs. Second, we will explore the

effects of more system configurations, including hardware

updates. Third, we plan to release a top 500 clouds list in

cooperation with other partners from both academic and in-

dustrial areas.
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